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LIBERTY UNIVERSITY • LYNCHBURG,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 2002

INSIDE LU seams stretch with new students
By JiilleannaOutten, editor in chief
• BLOCK PARTY PIZZAZZ:
See pictures of games,
friends, fireworks and PAX
217 in
concert
at his
year's
Block
Party.
See page
3.
MEDIA HYPE CRISI&R, a<l
Ben's column on how over
coverage of specified
issues by the media can
lead to premature conclusions. See page 5.

Longer lunch lines, fewer parking
spaces and an unexpected roommate
characterize the experience of many students returning or first timers coming to
liberty this fall.
The best recruiting efforts in the history
of LU are the culprits. With about 2,400
new students including freshmen, transfers and graduate students, there are now
more students than ever. The results from
recruitment far exceeded the administra-

tion's expectations.
The now more than 5,000 students
attending classes on campus draws LU
ever closer to Chancellor Jerry Falwell's
goal of 25,000 on campus students, a
dream he has had since LU began 31 years
ago.
"The inconveniences are temporary but
the growth is permanent," Dr. Ronald Godwin, assistant to the chancellor, said. He
noted that while most colleges experienced
a decline in enrollment this year, LU grew.
"We hope most students would catch the

sense of history in the making that's
occurring," he said.
While growth is positive, many students
believe that LU accepted more students
than the campus was ready to handle. "I
don't think they were prepared to bring in
so many people because the dorms and
cafeteria are so crowded," sophomore Fallon McGinty said.
The unanticipated growth forced nearly
every room on campus to house three people. Freshmen were place into two-person
rooms with upperclassmen. However, just

kicks off SEW
By Meghan McCarthy, reporter

• WONDERING WHAT TO DO
WITH YOUR FREE TIME?
Check out the Life! section
to see a sampling of campus clubs and organizations to get involved in.
See page 6-7.

&0UT
• TUESDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 88.
Low 67.

JOHNGOFFV

• THURSDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 8 1 .
Low 59.

• FRIDAY
Showers.
High 74.
Low 60.

• SATURDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 76.
Low 62.

NEW STAIRS ON HILL — Students try out unfinished staircase on the way back from classes

By Mariel Williams, news editor
Returning students this semester will probably have noticed a few changes in the appearance and structure of the LU campus. The most
obvious are the new staircase that has replaced
the muddy track on the hill, and the new
screens in convocation. However, other aspects
of the campus have changed as well.
Campus Church and Screens In Convocation
Because of this year's increase in student
population, Campus Church is now being held

IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE
• Read about why the
women's dress code now
allows the females to wear
pants to class year round.
• Find out more about
parking issues and how to
send in ticket appeals
TUNE IN TO 90.9 THE LIGHT
• Listen to the Top 30
Popularity contest on
Mondays from 10 p.m. to
midnight
• LU" Preacha will be
hosting the 'Take Over"
hip-hop show on Fridays
from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

in the Vines Center. This change may not be
permanent Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson
said. "Wedonotknowyethowlongwewillmeet
in the Vines," Carson said. "With over 3600
students on campus we have a problem with the
Schilling because even if only half come we are
packed."
The new screens in the Vines Center were
added in response to reports that students were
having trouble hearing and seeing.
Please see CHANGES, page 4

Fervent prayer, teaching and
revival infiltrate Liberty University's campus during this year's
Spiritual Emphasis Week.
The night of prayer on Friday
served as a foundation for the
week that will feature speakers.
Led by their Spiritual life
Directors, dorms prayed during
their assigned late night hour
for the upcoming week. "I
believe the highlight of the entire
school year will be seeing hundreds of students per hour joining hands in praise and prayer,"
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson
said last week.
The staff, campus pastors
and student leadership have
had large expectations and
prayed much for what the Lord
would do during this Spiritual
Emphasis Week. "It is our desire
that by 11:30 p.m. on September 6 there is not one lost student at LU," said Carson. Last
May, Pastor Carson urged student leadership to pray once a
week for September 6.

works as senior pastor of New
Life Community Baptist Church
in Gahanna, Ohio. Early speaks
in churches and seminars all
over the United States. Early
and his wife Cathy have been
married since 1981 and have
three sons.
Chris Williamson also graduated from Liberty with his
bachelors degree in Biblical
studies. He received his master's in Religious Education
from Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary.
Although he grew up in
Maryland, WUHamsorrmoved to
Tennessee in order to minister
through gospel rap music. He
also contributed to the book,
"Morning Light" by Steve
Green. Currently, Williamson
serves as the senior pastor of
Strong Bible Church in
Franklin, Term. He is also
working on his Ph.D from Bannochburn College, located in
Franklin, Tennessee.
Williamson is married to his
wife Dorena. They have three
young children.

This semester's SEW features two speakers, Dr. Dave
Early and Chris Williamson. The
week's theme question is, "What
does it mean to be a Christian at
a Christian University?" Each
speaker has a different role in
'presenting the question.
Early graduated from Liberty
University in 1981 and won the
Eagle Award as Alumni of the
Year in 1995. He started as a
pastor in Virginia while serving
as Director of Discipleship at
Liberty University. He currently

SEW began with campus
church Sunday morning will
last until closing convocation
this Friday. In previous years,
the event has ended on a
Wednesday evening. Academic
convocation will occur in the
middle of spiritual emphasis
week on Wednesday. Carson
believes that having academic
convocation in the middle of
spiritual emphasis week fits the
university and shows that Liberty both spirituality and academics, he said.

Broken water heater floods Dorm 8
By Ricky Hardison, reporter

L00KAHEAD

Please see FRESHMEN, page4

Changes greet returners All night prayer

• LU
DROPS
SEASON
OPENER
Seven
turnovers
doomed
the
Flames in last Saturday's
23-3 loss to WCU. See
page 10.

• WEDNESDAY
T-storms.
High 82.
Low 64.

a few years ago many dorms had four people per room.
The current inconveniences are light
compared to the earlier days of the university when students lived in dorms in
downtown Lynchburg and were bussed to
classes.
"I can assure you preparations for more
dorms are underway," Godwin said. "We
anticipate getting the dorm need met by
this time next year."

The days of Noah returned to
dorm eight on Tuesday, Aug. 20 as
residents woke to find an inch of
water blanketing their rooms.
A corroded water heater had
burst during the night causing gallons of water to invade almost
every room on the hall. One student lost a laptop and palm pilot
due to the encroaching waters.
Many others also had personal
items soaked,
RA Nick Mumejian said, "The
hall smelled like a dirty sock." The
smell lingered even after Building
Services removed much of the
water.
Mumejian praised the dorm's
leadership team for its positive attitude and hard work in continuing
the clean up while freshmen
attended seminars that day.
Dorms 7-1,25-2.24-2 and 3 also
helped the clean-up process in var-

ious ways by helping move furniture, all of which had to be
removed, and by bringing refreshments.
Freshman Doug Bender admitted that this incident slightly
dampened his first impression of
LU, but he believed that the entire
situation was handled nicely.
Forty-nine of 67 students had
already checked in when the Hood
came. All residents moved into the
Ramada Inn in Lynchburg by the
following Sunday to allow for
needed repairs on the hall.
The inconvenience of having to
move in and then move out after
having been on the hall only about
a week did have its perks; all had
access to the hotel'sfreeinternet,
pool, cable, fresh towels and sheets
and other hotel luxuries.
To help coni|X'i isate Ihe hall for
their- troubles, Liberty ollered a
shuttle service to and from campus
every half hour- between 7 a.m. and

approximately 10 p.m. On rare
occasion, a few students
reported that they missed a class
due to gaps in the shuttle system.
Those with cars were given a
temporary commuter pass.
However, open commuter parking spaces are few and far
between due to the large number
of new students this year.
Multiple improvements had
to be made to the dorm. Dave
Hill, facilities manager at LU,
explained that all the carpet was
torn out and new tile was placed
in all the rooms with a fresh coat
of wax.
Crews ran new baseboards
throughout the dorm and
replaced all four water heaters,
though only one had failed. Ihe
door fiames also received a fresh
coat of paint, according to Charles
Spence, maintenance manager at
LU.

PHOTO PROVIDED

ANYBODY FOR A SWIM? — Water covered nearly all the floors
of Dorm 8 Residents after a water heater burst during orientation week. Residents stayed at Ramada Inn while repairs were
made on the hall.
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Tim Jackson, Billingsley picked
as new campus worship leaders
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Rob Jackson returns as campus pastor after two years serving elsewhere

By Chris Price, columnist
Welcome backtothe world's most exciting university. 1 hope everyone's summer
was better than mine, and that you did not return to school the pasty white color
that my skin currently Is.
As I was driving around for three hours looking for a parking spot yesterday, I
could not help but notice all thefreshmenwho are parked in the commuter lot I
startedtoget angry, but then 1 realized that they werefreshmenand had not been
taught yet They probably do not understand that it is easier to get struck by lightning, win the lottery, get diagnosed with the West Nile virus, have Britney Spears
andShaWraflghtoveryou, andfinda cancer vaccine all in the same day, than it Is
tofinda parking spot on the LU campus.
So I decided to go over some things that thefreshmenshould know that they
probably did not get taught in seminar.
1. Do not under any circumstances take your guitar outside in an effort to pick
up girls. Here is a newsflash, we all play guitar here. Every guy knows the same
three chords you do, so leave It in the dorm.
2.Never wearyour varsity letterman'sjacket. No one cares Ifyou averaged 10
pointsagame at yourChristtan school. Or ifyou were the best player on your
homeschool league baseball team. Leave that thing with your mom, and save yourself some embarrassment
3.Never complain about how hard your classes are. Nothing will make a senior
wanttopunch you in the nose more than this. Ifyou are whining about doing notebook checks and two page papers now, then you have no chance of getting your
4.Do not makejokes about something not being "the Liberty Way." I have mentioned this last year, butitneedstobe repeated. Ifyou see amovie and someone
kills someone In it, or they kiss, please do not be the guy that yells "That's not the
libertyWay." It Is not funny. And everyone will hate you Ifyou say It
5. Do not try and make afriendeverywhere you go. This is not for the majority of
you, but there are those annoyingfreshmenwhojust love the fact that they are at
college and want to gettoknow everyone. Some places not to makefriendsat are
the library, the bathroom, and anywhere that there Is notadeariy marked exltfor
metogoto for when this conversation gets awkward.
I hope that these little pointers will help you become the champions for Christ
that we knowyou can be. Also if any of thefreshmangirls get homesick and need
someonetocomfort them, I am available. I'mjust that kind ofguy. When it comes
to LUfreshmen,The Price is Right.

By Rachel Coleman, reporter

This year, in addition to new students, the school has also added
some new staff members, as well as
regained an old one.
Pastor Tim Jackson and song
leader Charles Billingsley will be joining this year's staff, and Pastor Rob
Jackson (no relation) will return, having left LU over a year ago.
Tim Jackson joined the staff as the
pastor of praise and worship while
Billingsley is the resident artist for LU.
Jackson went Into full-time ministry five years ago. "I put aside everything I was doing and went straight
forward," he said. At thetimeTim
Jackson was at Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. "Isold my
business, sold my house, dedicated
us totally to what God wanted us to
do, took my two kids and took off."
Jackson served as a minister of
music and worship leader In Boca
Raton, Fla., and as a minister of
music and youth in Athens, Ala. He
has led congregational singing, a
praise band, and a church choir during the course of his ministry.
Then, a month ago, Jackson and
his family moved to Lynchburg. "We
came here knowing that God was taking us to a new place, a new adventure," Jackson said. He was originally

Answer national television/radio ministry calls; product
order calls, prayer, salvation calls, conferences
i
A
Jj

Work with some of these national ministries listed below:
Promise Keepers * Dr. Jerry Falwell *Dr. Charles Stanley *
Dr. Adrian Rogers * Dr. Chuck Swindoll * Dr. Robert Schuller *
Dr. James Merritt * James Robison * Larry Burkett * Franklin
Graham
* Joel Osteen

•Starting pay is $8.00 per hour + bonuses T * T J^TTjyx 77/'"* 17
•Flexible hours, short shifts
lTif^flKVK^Jb
•Part-time and Full-time
•Must be willing to work weekends,
* * * * * * * * * *
including Sundays
Call 316-7488 or visit
•Bilingual(Spanish) starts
129 Vista Centre Dr., Forest
at $8.50 per hour + bonuses

AMERICA
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When you hanker for
something hot and spicy
The Southwestern Chicken Sandwich.
Either grilled or breaded,
with bacon, lettuce,
tomato and a spicy
ranch sauce.
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coming only to study at LU as a student. He was surprised when he
found out about the job opening and
then found himself filling the position.
"We're open to anything God wants
to do with us," Jackson said. "I'm
excited about the future of LU and
being able to be a part of it all. It's
extremely overwhelming that God
would see fit to put me in this position."
According to Jackson, as pastor of
praise and worship, he will be working with convocations and church
worship services and working closely
with the worship department. Jackson will also be working with LIGHT
Ministries in preparation for their
mission trips and acting as a campaign coordinator.
He will be in charge of anything
related to convocation.
The man actually leading singing
will be his brother-in-law Charles
Billingsley.
"It's really neat how God worked it
out for us to finally be able to work
together In ministry. We dibble-dabbled in it when we could. We sing
when and where we can. And I used to
do his sound for him when he first
started 10 years ago. And now God's
seen fit to put us together to work
together—which is an awesome
thing," Jackson said.

Jackson sees their goal to be showing students that "our convocations
aren't just atimeto hear speakers
and great music, but to be a time
where we would be united, bow a
knee In submission to God for that
day, and that we can impact the
whole world," Jackson said.
"I want all the students to know
that we are open to ideas, to anyone
who wants to talk, get to know us better, or pray with us," Jackson said.
He also encourages students who see
him around campus or in class to
stop him and get to know him.
Former Campus Pastor Rob Jackson recently returned to Liberty University after two years of ministry in
Wimberley, Texas. Jackson started a
new ministry there, called Family For
a Lifetime. However, after much
prayer, he decided to return.
Jackson still continues to work on
the ministry he started in Texas, but
he has also resumed his responsibilities here at LU.
"We're [planning] on staying here
until God moves us," Jackson said.
"We're... surprised that God led us
back so soon, but we're thrilled to be
back... We're very grateful to be here,
and I look forward to getting to know
[the students] and growing in the Lord
together."

In loving memory....
Chauncey Spencer
A memorial service honoring
the death of aviation pioneer
Chauncey Spencer brought some
of the famed Tuskegee Airmen to
Lynchburg on Sunday, Sept 1.
Spencer, who influenced a
historical change for black
pilots, died at the Lynchburg
Memorial Hospital on Wednesday, Aug. 21 after suffering from
a stroke in Jury. According to an
article in The News and
Advance, Spencer was 95 and
the son of poet Anne Spencer.
Fellow Tuskegee Airman Leo
Gray attended the memorial
service. His granddaughter, junior Stefanie Bryant attends LU.
The Tuskegee Airmen made
their mark in history by voluntarily becoming America'sfirstblack
military airmen.
Accordingtoa reportfromthe
Tuskegee Airmen Inc. Web site,

Spencer influenced a change in
legislation that for thefirsttime
allowed black pilots into the U.S.
Army Air Corps.
AccordingtoThe News and
Advance, in 1948 Spencer
received the Exceptional Civilian
Service award, the Air Force's
highest civilian award.
Jasper Moon
LU staff member Jasper
Moon died in a car accident
Thursday, Aug. 22. Moon
worked in Building Services as
senior supervisor over dorms for
almost two years. Before coming
to Liberty, Moon worked as a
chef. He was a graduate of the
Culinary School of Delaware.
Moon will be remembered by
coworkers for his cheerful outlook on life. "His smiles and
friendly attitude were what kept
us going," Facilities Manager
Dave Hill said.

Cindy Tyson
Liberty grad Cindy Tyson
died Thursday, Aug. 22 from
complications of a long illness.
Shewas31.
A native ofAnguilla, West
Indies, Tyson received her degree
in psychology in May 2002. She
also worked for the University.
"[Cindy] was always willing to
give," Tyson's sister, Olivia
Walsh, said. This gtvfcig spirit is
what Walsh will remember best
about her.
Junior Rebecca Blain will also
remember Tyson's kindness.
"She was veryfriendry,"Blain
said. "She talkedtoanybody and
she was always willingtohelp
whoever needed it"
Tyson enjoyed hertimeat LU,
Walsh said. "She loved Liberty
and she loved the people there. I
personally am grateful for all [LU
has] done for me," she said.
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Fun, food and fireworks
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Students braved the
rain to enjoy this
year's block party
held in the ReberThomas dining hall
parking lot. Pax 217
played to a packed
out audience and
was followed by the
largest fireworks
display yet.
PHOTOS BY JOHN FISHRR
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LU's Modern
Day Hero
Barb Sherman
By Renee Patrick, reporter

Barb Sherman was honored with the final Modern
Day Hero Award of the 2001 -2002 school year last
May. Sherman Is a professor of education here at LU.
Although Sherman believes her primary responsibilities are to be a wife and mother, she counts it a
great privilege to teach. Her motto is: "If God called
me to be a teacher, 1 would not stoop to be a King!"
To teach a student Is the highest vocation one could
have. It Is the way Christ communicated. He used small
groups. The most powerful thing a woman could be is a
wife, mother and teacher," Sherman said.

FRESHMEN:

Aside from teaching, Sherman believes that God has
given her two ministries: reconciliation, which she
describes as "helping students where they have been,
where they are and where they can go," and care giving.
Her ministry of care giving was developed over a
span of 12 years when she had to take care of her
mother, father and mother-in-law. "I learned so
much," Sherman said, although she was forced to forfeit a doctoral degree In the process.
For those not familiar with the Modern Day Hero
program, the award is a fairly recent tradition that
started during the 2000-2001 school year. It is an
award given to a low-profile Individual who Is making a
great difference in the community. The program was
developed by Brown In an effort to give students an
opportunity to get to know some of the professors at
Liberty University. A committee consisting of four LU
students interviews each of the nominees and chooses
the award winner.
When asked the one thing that she would like to
share with the students of Liberty University, Sherman
said, "God inhabits the praises of His people. Be thank-

DO
YOIK

%now
Piicrro PROVIDED

SMILING HERO — Barb Sherman poses with Associate
Dean of Men Josh Brown (left) and Vice President of
Student Services Mark Hine after receiving her award.
fill in all things, not for all things."

Students who would like to nominate a teacher for .
the Modern Day Hero Award may do so by contacting
Brown through e-mail atJdbrown@llberty.edu.
All quotes taken_fivm an interview wlili Barb Slierman by
JoshBrown.

CHANGES:

Recruitment success

i| ,f'%! 41©

continued from page 1
The ultimate plan is to replace onestory dorms with multi-story dorms.
"I think that all the freshmen I
met are really awesome, but I especially think they need to expand
the cafeteria," sophomore Justin
Victor said. "I think the ministry
opportunity is a good idea, but I
don't think they're using their,
money in the right areas."
Godwin said he did not realize the
crowded dining problem but did
note that LU boasts the largest cafeteria of any Institutions in the state
of Virginia.
"We're very sensitive to the fact of
Inconvenience, but that's part of historical growth," Godwin said. "I'd
rather be inconvenienced on a winning team than comfortable on a losing team."
Godwin attended Wednesday night
campus church and said that he was
greatly impressed with the moral of
the many students filling nearly half
the Vines Center.
"Dr. Falwell personally assumed
responsibility for university recruitment this last school year and began
a series of recruiting initiatives,
mainly during the spring semester,
and succeeded beyond our most opti-

mistic expectations," Godwin said, "but we did not
know final enrollment until
mid/late summer at which
time there was not time to
prepare."
Godwin appointed Ernie
Rogers, executive director
* *
CHRISTINE KOBCH
of enrollment management
and retention, to be respon BOOK BUYING THRILLS — Hirut Asasnaki and
sible for overseeing efforts
Jessica Miller, both freshmen, look through their new
to Improve student retenbooks in the bookstore lounge.
tion rate and ensure that
students have a quality experience at
went out ministering. This year LU is
LU.
sponsoring over 300 Christian music
Some students were concerned
concerts around the country, includthat entrance standards were lowing three on-campus.
ered to accept more, but that is not
Freshman Shannon Smith said
the case. This year's incoming stushe chose LU for the many opportudents are "as qualified as ever." Godnities because of a large student
win said. There is no cap on the numbody. "They have a lot to offer with
ber of students LU accepts. The fourstudent activities and it's a large
part process begins with interested
Christian school. They're very
inquiries then moves to applicants
involved and concerned about other
then to paid confirmations and ends
things besides just academics," she
with shows, those who show up in
said.
August.
Though she likes the size, Smith
Recruiting measures included Falsaid, "I think it's definitely overwell traveling to many churches and
crowded."
schools representing the university
There is a price to pay for growth,
intensely, more mail and television
and the clash among many students
was used to talk to prospective stuand administration over how high a
dents and more Liberty music teams
price to pay remains.

Improvements made
across campus
continued from page 1
"Dr. Falwell is the man behind the
screens." Carson said, "I have wanted
them for years, [but! he gets all the
credit: he had heard that students
could not hear or see, so he called a
group of us together to brainstorm on
how to get it better."
New Steps on the Hill
Over the summer, the LU Grounds
Department added a new staircase
coming down from the dorms on the
hill. The steps are almost completed—they lack only a railing. The
railing will be added this week,
according to Director of Field Operations J.O. Renalds. LU has been
planning this staircase for several
months, Renalds said.
The DeMoss Learning Center
The rTRC, as well as the computers
In the old library, have been moved to
the second floor of DeMoss. The outside of the building is essentially complete, Renalds said. And the parking
lot in front of the building is now open.
A new science lab was also completed.
However, work Is still being done on
the lobby.

Welcom
e Class

SAMUERGHESE
Hometown: Glendora,
N.J.
Major: Biblical Studies
Age: 20
What you did this
summer: Went to
Texas and galloped a
horse for the first time
Hobbies: Basketball,
weight lifting, reading
Favorite food: Shrimp
Habits that your
roommates notice:
He brushes his teeth 4
or 5 times a day.
Favorite verse: 2 Timothy 2:3-4
Life dream: To take
over father's growing
business/ministry and
give extra income to
missions worldwide,
especially to India
where his dad is from.
In 8th grade he went
there to visit family and
left with a new perspective on life.
When relaxing: He
plays blues on his guitar.
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Take an Army RQJC course and you'll learn a lot about yourself | Stav»with Army
R0TC and you'll develop skills you can use throughout your life and career. Stuff
like thinking on your feet, making smart decisions, taking charge. Of;,course, you
can always xjuit. But yve're pretty sure once you see how much you learn, you won't
want to. Cqme talk to mat the Army RQJC department. We'll stick around for you.
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Unlike any other college course you can take#
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lynchburg va 24504
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WELCOME BACK,
STUDENTS!

CLEAN LUBE
SERVICE
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Lynchburg's #1 Oil Change
Closest to LU's Campus-2 locations:
17629 Forest Rd (Rt. 221)
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Opinion

Nbt all vto v\arrler are lest.
-J.R.R. Tdltedn

The liberty

Champion
^

Things we hope never
change about Liberty:
L Acceptance of the BMe as the
inerrant Word of Qod.
2. The Lfension lawn.
3. Stxdent lei spiritual life program.
4. Single sex dorms.
5. Demand for Christian professors
6. A shoe string Mighty Duckstyle hockeyteam,with late
nights and good times.
7. All night of ptayer.
8. Ifend to the Plow speech.
9. Mission mmdedness.
ID. The spirit rock.
PDlicies

Champion

The Champion e n c o u r a g e s community members to submit letters to
the editor en any subject.
Letters should not exceed
400 words and must be
typed and signed.The
deadline i s 6 p.m.
Monday.

1971 University Blvd.
Lynchburg, VA 24506
(434) 582-2124
Faculty Adviser Deborah
Huff
Ad Director Elaine
Pecore
Editor in Chief
Julleanna Outten
Managing Editor
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As the news media becomes more and
more an integral part of cur s a y cay lives,
society becomes increasingly susceptible to
seeing and believing only what they are spoon
fed through the media. Beyond the danger of
potentially biased stories, the news af frets
many people by merely over focusing or ignoring certain subjects
The danger in over focusing on simple statistics can be astcurding, because it creates a
feeling of crisis, crisis in wrridh people are of ten
willing to act in extreme measures as the case
demands.
Just last surma: a similar crisis of shark
atacks was reported which set of f a large
debate over the safety of America s beaches.
The sumter of 2001, however, only saw a tota\
of 76 unprcucted shark attacks, which is down
frcm 85 the year before. While the justification
far safer beaches is not necessarily a tad
thing, i t shews how easily a carplacent society
can be confused by the over publicity granted
to a subject.
This is nothing new, however, crises have
often been generated by a proliferation of news
articles examinirga specific
subject, to the
1990 s, faexample,
America worried
over the discovery that there
was a growing
role in the
ozone.

ately to stop the grewth of the rrrijlaticn, by
enfircirg siae limits onfekLlies.These limits
would be maintained and encouraged by a
number of suggestions which Ehlrich and his
colleagues put firth.
First of all Ehlrich a g i s t s that
we provide incentives to keep families snail by reversing die current
government position on income
taxes so that those with larger families will actually he frxcad to pay
more. Ehlrich adds that luxury
taxes should be levied on items
lite cribs and baby bottles, and ultimately if these measures fail, we
must force women to have rnandatory abortions incur quest to save
The gravity of the situation
the world frcm starvation.
first struck ne one evening
this summer, when for lack of
Reading through the bock, I
anything else to do I was digwas stunned, auuurding to Ehlrich I
ging around my pare* s basement looking
should be dead. We all should be. Cbviously,
through old bocks. There I came across a book whether because of growing food production
dedicated entirely to the solution of a similar d i - efficiency or a false premise Ehlrich was comss.
pletely wrong. Worse than that was the thought
The Bopulation Bomb written in late 1369 by teif taken by Ehlrich s ideas society night
Dr. M R . Ehlridn, a
have followed at least in sore form his drastic
professor of Biology
suggestions.
and Director of
Stepping back from an issue new lest in the
Graduate Study fir
past, we can see the importance of mentd.
the Department of
alertness with regards to the news media. En a
Biological Sciences,
world full of extremists and amoral people we
at Stanford Ihiveristy, must maintain vigilant minds, and we most not
addresses Ehlrich s
blindly accept whatever the media promotes as
concern regarding the the solution for a problem, a problem that might
growing global popunot even exist.
lation. Mrirh foresaw that based on
—
^~^~^~^~""""*"•
current trends in poptks arnounced that the atmosphere actually
has a natural hole in it, vWdn cecillatES in size
every few years. The media and public attention just happened to be directedtowardit
while the hole was growing.
Still, all of these crisis oreatirrs pale in comparison to
the possible affect media
night have on the public.
While safer beaches and
cleaner city skylines might
not be endangering to anyone, the potential arises fir
drastic measures in response
to a fictional cr exaggerated
crisis.

beneppard

Ihe danger in over fearing
en sinple statistics can be
astxxjnding, because it creates
a fealdng of crisis, crisis in
Vvhich people are often willing
to act in extrare Treasures...

Erivirornentatists pushed hard for Congress to
pass laws limiting the amount of vests
released frcm factory smoke stacks on the
gramas that it was endangering cur society.All
this, however, b t i t s momentum when scien-

ulation growth the world would begin to exceed
tis food prediction limit within nine years, leading to mass starvation and conseauently the
extirctian of nan.
Ehlrich proposes that we must act inrredi-

Acceptance of the freshman crowd
lb be honest, I was surprised and somewhat
annoyed when I found out a week before heading
back to school that LU had accepted so many new
students that I would he forcedtolive in a threeperson roan.
M/ freshTBn year I had two roommates, but for
the last two years I ve errjoved the comforts of having only one rcamate. I expected the sane luxury asasanior, evmthrur^Iqtedrottolivein
tine senior cams.
•
When I returned to carpus I heard others camplainirg about the dorm situation, the lack of parking, ttenever-eairg Unas intinecafeteria and
bookstore and even the lack of
integrity en the sdncol spat ferret
inftrningus of charges in living situatirrs until the last mirute.
Not everyone on campus
shares these sentiments, butldo
know a few people who may
strongly disagree with what I am
about to say.
Thatis, that in site of the
crcwrMcrrditicrE, I believe liberty did the right thing in aarjeptirg
all tie sUrfets trey did this year.
Though liberty is rrtparfect, itisasdrrifullof
students and faculty who love the lord and thus
provides a unique opportunity far academic and
spiritual growth. Nobody wants tote the ere to
deny people that opportunity.
My initial feelings of arcvare lef t ire af tar
taking sate tine to think over the situation and
realizing hew selfish nyatti hrfr was. Alltheraasons I had far being annoyed by the crowds were
based an the fact that they might iroonveniencE
my life
Estineslite these that I think back to the new
almost elide) phrase, What would Jesus 6b? So
forrrTrtionl guidance I looted to the Bible to sea
hew Jesus responded to people in crowded situations. Immediately I remembered the times when
Jesus preached to the crowds of fcur and five

thousand men (not to mention women and children). If you re axnting, that nates fir thousands
more people than we have here at ID.
Jesus disciples encouraged Him to tell the
people to go hare and get food, but Jesus said
no. Instead, Hewentcutof His way to provide fir
them and an two separate occasions fed the
masses with a portion of food made fir enly one.
He used what rescurces were available.
Es urifbrtunate that we carrot multiply dorm,
parking and cafeteria space in the same way that
Jesus mjltipliedfood,but in a similar way we can
make do with what we ve got and not push the
crowds away.
Another story that came to
mind was when Jesus preached
to a crowd from insida a building.
The crowd pressed in around
Him so that no one could even
cetttrcugh.
But, fcur man with a lane
friend were so Determinedtoget
their friendtoJesus that they
wart an the reef, trrkcut their
teals ard cut a hole in the CEiling.
Talk about inoonveniance, I m
sure that was no easy task, nottonentiontiE
annoyance of debris that nust have fallen en
those jamed inside.
Jesus cMnotcetmadatthemenfir causing
damage or interrupting His speaking, instead He
welcomed them and healed the man because of
tie faith of his friars.
What s the ccrrBCtion here, you say. typrint
is that even though the actions taken were inconvenient ard uncomfortable fir all involved, the step
of faith that caused the disruption ladtogreat
blessing.
Though we might be inconvenienced by the
crowds, to turn them away would almost be we
deserved to te here and be blessed but not they.
I nay be accused of nakirg this issuetoospiri tual, but I hpliaettBt as Christians the love of God

should be evident in everything we do and say. Cf
mirTPlhaveyattoperfiacttheart.) Mthissitiaticn, cur behavior shculdbe to Ixvingly accept
each and every snxent. And I must say I have
enjoyed spending tine with the freshmen that I
have met this year.
But new let me take a closer look at the inrrxiwiience issue. Three peopletoa room really iant
badatall, especiaHy whan eensndsrirg that justa
few years ago, many reams housed four people
and years before that, there waren t even earns
on campus. We just learn life lmms of crjiprondse and sharing.
Asfirtteparfdngprdolarv I believe that all
who own a running car should praise God every
time they tumen the engine. There is no need to
omplain that they dm t have a ocnveriient place
to put it when at least they cm a car! We are a
spoiled generation.
On a similar note, while it stinkstohavetowait
in line fir sometimes mare than 30 minutes to get
food, at least we are fiai CerEicer that it would
take about the same amount of time to cook the
meals we re getting and this way we dm t have to
worry about any dirty dishes or lef taes rotting in
the refidgastrr.
As for cnncerrB oer the school sirterityj
dm t recall ever being premised only one roomnate cr great parking sprXscrshrrtlinas. Thoughl
believe that liberty should be held acrxuntaole fir
tisactkre, IsearonrralnJleniiBintheirunpreparedness.
Icmcfealwithtteirrrrjanienrjes, if soneone s
el.qffi life is lHfc&ttTdb/beirghere.
tarrwIvaUenjcytrEriessirgslTecp;, especiaUynyrcamBtje3lirdaandAn\anda, cine a
sojrlbns senior ard the other an energetic freshnan.

SPEAKUP

Upperclass
advice for
freshmen:
FHtrixw BY YVONNE GEIOER

Era v
'I&ke classes every summer ,cr
be here for six years.

Jamar Hicks, Sr.
Richmond, Va

Do not step in front of Jerry s
Suburban.

Ryan Aldefer, Sr.
Lansdale, Fa.

Enjoy every minjte! Truly ard
hmestly take time to seek the
lord ard ask for a vision of what
He wants fixyar life.
JoAnna Moxley,ur.
Annapolis, Md.

Do your best to remember
everyone you meet, because
people are important and they
should feel appreciated.
Jason teverett, Sr.
Lynchburg, Va

CLEP as marry classes as possible.

Josh Burke, Sr.
Staffiord, Va
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picks of the week
•9/3-6 Female Self-Defense Course

• 9/3 Spiritual Emphasis Week Continues!

Have fun and learn a few key tips for taking care
of yourself In a women's self-defense course that
will be offered by the Dean of Women at 3 p.m.
each afternoon in the Schilling Center Wrestling
Room.

All students are encouraged to attend Campus
Church each night at 7 p.m. Tuesday is the last
night to hear Dave Earlyl Wednesday and
Thursday night, as well as Friday morning Chris
Williamson will be speaking.

• 9/7 LU Football Game!

• 9/6 MISO Open House

Come support the LU flames for their second
home game In Williams Stadium against West
Liberty. The gates open at 2:30 p.m. and the
game starts at 3:30 p.m.

Minority and International Student Office will be
having an open house in Dorm 13 starting at 1
p.m. on Friday. It's an opportunity to meet the
MISO staff and learn more about MISO.

looking for ways to get involved
on campus? Here are a few
King's
Players
What they're all about: The Kings
Players of Liberty University ministers to churches and youth groups
a couple of weekends a month
through the avenue of drama and
performance. They desire to impact
their audience for the Lord.
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When they meet: King's Players
meets each Thursday from 7-10
p.m. This is a time for devotions,
praise and worship, and of course,
rehearsals. For the students who
wish to be involved in music ministry, an additional hour on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. is
required.

Photo provided

Intraraur.
Sport
What they're all about: LU's Intramural
Sports provides an opporunity for students
to get involved in sports and to compete
with fellow students. The Intramural
Sports program for- the fall includes tennis,
men and women's baseball, flag football,
men and women's soccer, coed volleyball,
beach volleyball and floor hockey.
When they meet: The dates vary for the
different sports, but all meetings occur at
4 p.m.
Where: David's Place

Where: If you're interested in being a part of this ministry, go to DeMoss Hall 1114 on Wednesday,
Sept. 4, after campus church. They will be holding tryouts for the positions listed above.
Who they're looking for: King's Players is looking for actors, a sound/light technician and two
drivers for their trips on the weekends.

Kairos
What they're all about: Kairos is a community of
students for changing culture and communicating
truth through arts and media. They come together to
encourage one another in their work in the various
forms of media.
When they meet: Kairos meets every Monday evening
at 6 p.m.
Where: DeMoss Hall 2049.
What they're looking for: Anyone who is interested
in changing culture and communicating truth through
the form of media.
Who to get more information from: Contact Chad
Kennedy at ext. 3691

amyjordan

Who they're looking for: Anyone who
wants to play sports
H

Who to get more information from:
Contact David's Place at ext. 2615

Alpha Lambda
Delta
What they're all about: Alpha Lamba Delta is a
national honor society for students recognizing the
outstanding academic achievement of freshmen.
Last year ALD was involved in community service
projects such as visiting a Salvation Army soup
kitchen and preparing Christmas care packages for
students.
When they meet: Required initiation meeting is
held the first week of September for students eligible
for membership.
What they're looking for: This honor society is only open to sophomores who
achieved a GPA of 3.5 or greater at the end of their freshman year.

changed the entire course of my college
career. What did they do? They spoke to me,
and included me in their conversation. These
Those insignificant
two older girls were welcoming, and with no
moments...that change you spoken words, they invited me to be a part of
their group. And suddenly, I knew I was going
forever
to be okay at college.
One of the most significant events in my life
That may seem like a small and
was truthfully, in the grand scheme of things, extremely insignificant event, but
really very insignificant. That significant
for me it was not. At that point
moment for me occurred In a dorm room at
at the beginning of my freshLiberty University my freshman year. At the
man year, 1 was homesick
time, 1 was one of those pathetic freshmen
and desperate for any hint
who wondered why in the world she had ever
of belonging and any
left such a wonderful home for a place where
sense of being needed.
nothing seemed wonderful or familiar. My
For those two girls, that
significant moment happened a couple days
seemed so together and
before classes started, at the end of my fresh- flawless, to be so
man orientation.
Inclusive of me was
1 went to the senior dorms to visit a friend 1 exactly what 1
knew from home, who had just returned for
needed at that
classes. When I arrived at her dorm her
moment. All I
roommates informed me that she wasn't there needed was for
at the moment, but I was welcome to sit and
someone to
wait for her. And then the amazing thing hap- take an interpened. These two girls did something that
est in me and

in my life.
by simply taking a few moments out of our
Obviously at the time 1 did not realize the
day we have the opportunity to impact someimportance of the moment, but looking back 1 one's life In a very special way.
can clearly see that God used those two girls
Oswald Chambers once said, "The lives
in my life.
that have been of most blessing to you are
You may be wondering why I am sharing
those who were unconscious of It." I can tell
that simple story with you. It may seem com- you for certain that the two girls in that dorm
pletely Irrelevant to your own life, but In fact It room that day had no Idea the difference that
is not. Many of you are sharing a room
they would make In my life. To be completely
with a newly arrived freshman. Perhonest, 1 did not end up becoming best
haps there is a transfer student on
friends with those girls. I eventually formed
your hall or in one of your classes, In my own circle of friends and rarely saw those
any event, there Is probably someone two girls after that day. Yet that day was a
you know who is desperately longing turning point for me, because It was the day
for that sense of belonging and who
that I realized that 1 was going to survive at
Just needs a friend.
college and that I eventually would and could
It really may not seem like a huge
make friends.
thing to start a conversation with the
So take this opportunity to write that note
guy that is sitting by himself in the
to the girl on your hall who seems lonely, or
cafeteria, or to talk to the girl
to spend a few minutes talking to the guy in
* x
who looks like she has no
your class who seems a little out of the loop.
•^V Idea where she Is going,
It's the things that seem so small and unim\ but really, those things portant that somehow mean the most to peoare huge. I think It Is
ple. You Just never know when you're going
an Incredible thing
to bring about a significant moment In somewhen we realize that one's life.
\
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Shepherd Ministries

Spanish
Club

What they're all about: Shepherd Ministries is a group of
ministry teams with the purpose of discipleship and evangelism. Shepherd Ministries does this through various
teams involved in singing and drama, preaching, interpretive worship, children's ministry, prayer and encouragement and women's ministry.

What they're all about: The
Spanish Club is a group designed
for those interested in culture. At
each meeting they provide an
opportunity to enjoy praise and
worship in Spanish, games and a
special speaker. They also seek to
minister, taking trips to areas such
as New York and Miami.

When they meet: Shepherd Ministries meets every
Thursday night at 6 p.m.
Where: Religion Hall 104.

When they meet: The Spanish Club meets each Wednesday at
6 p.m.
Where: The Prayer Chapel.

What they're looking for: Students who desire to serve
and are committed to discipleship and evangelism.
Who to get more information from: Contact Jeremiah
Oliver at ext. 2565.

What they're looking for: This club is mainly designed for
Hispanics and those interested in Hispanic culture.

Student
Government
Association

International
Christian
Fellowship
What they're all about: International Christian
Fellowship is an opportunity for all students to get to
know one another through praise and worship, speakers,
games and activities.
When they meet: Fridays at 7 p.m. and Tuesday night
for prayer meeting. The first meeting is Sept. 6.
Where: The prayer chapel.
What they're looking for: Any student who is seeking
fellowship and a fun time.

What they're all about: The SGA is the organization that
represents the needs of the students to the administration.
The Student Government is focused on serving not only
campus needs, but also on serving the community.
When they meet: An informative meeting will be held on
Monday, Sept. 9. The first official meeting will be held
Thursday, Sept. 19.
Where: The location is not yet determined.
What they're looking for: Students who are interested in
helping to meet the needs of the student body and the community.
Who to get more information from: Contact the SGA

Campus Calend
Sefytemhw

9/6/02 - "Great Carless Drive-In", showing Spiderman.
Intramural Fields (a) 9 PM.
9/6/02 - Putt-putt Tournament Deadline & Meeting.
David's Place (a) 4 PM.
9/7/02 - Master's Inn (Paintball, Horseback Riding, Swimming)
9/9/02 - Intramural Tennis Deadline & Meeting.
David's Place (ob 4 PM
9/10/02 - Intramural Men's & Women's Basketball Deadline
& Manager's Meeting David's Place (a) 4 PM

something to say"
Welcome to the Champion's new Campus Calendar page, where
you can get information about everything that's going on
around campus. No more searching - it's all in one place.

Got an announcement? Can us at xt. 2128 or email
advertising@liberty.edu. Make sure to include all the necessary
info, like who, what, when, where and how. Also, be sure to
include your contact info in case we have questions!
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Ready, Set, Spike: Volleyball preview
By Kyle Adams, reporter
After a 2001 campaign that featured an up-and-down storyline followed by a spectacular finish, the Liberty women's volleyball team is ready for the sequel. It Is almost always harder to
defend a championship then win one, but the women are looking
forward to the challenge.
Even after losing six players from last season's Big South
championship team, the Lady Flames begin the fall as the preseason favorite to win the conference title for the third time in
four years. Although this team features only two returning
starters, there are still plenty of talented players, all eager to step
out from the shadows of last season's senior-dominated squad
and carve out their own Identities.
Two main reasons that expectations are so high are Erin McKeown and Jennifer Belk. McKeown, a junior middle blocker, has
the most game experience on the team and has been a major
contributor since she first stepped on the court for Liberty. Her
leaping ability up front and quickness along the back row make
her a versatile and reliable defensive leader.
Belk, a hard-hitting outside hitter, will be the Lady Flames'
first offensive option, as well as their emotional leader. The
sophomore was last season's Big South Rookie of the Year and
was named to the All-tournament team afterfinishingfifthIn the
conference In kills per game during her freshman season.
Junior Tatiana Tkachuk will assume the starting role as the
second outside hitter. Praised by her coach for her work ethic,
Tkachuk showed a great deal of promise as a role player last sea-

sop and will continue to improve as she gets more and more
opportunities. Sophomore Kristin Colson will step In as the new
starter at the setter position. Colson, a high school teammate of
Jennifer Belk. Is replacing Michelle Rowland, the school's alltime assists leader. Colson saw a lot of playing time In the team's
spring tournaments, and the coaching staff is confident In her
ability to set up the I>ady Flames' offense.
Becky Rudnick, another sophomore andfirst-yearstarter, will
be the second middle blocker. Her height and natural instincts
for the game will make up for anything she lacks in experience.
Janell Migeot, one of several talented freshmen on the roster, will
start on the back line for the Lady Flames. Migeot joins the team
from Mission Viejo, Ca, and has a well-rounded knowledge of the
game after extensive experience in beach, club, and high school
volleyball.
Rounding out the starting lineup will be junior Theresa Passamanl, who will see most of the action at the new libero position. Passamani has steadily developed her game since coming
to Liberty, and her quickness and accurate passing make her a
perfect fit for the new position.
Crystal Carey, the lone senior on the team, will see a lot of
action off the bench for the Lady Flames. Carey is a versatile
player who will push the starters for playing time as well as provide an experienced back-up at any position.
Freshmen Tiffany Thoreson and Allison Hallock have both
come a long way in the preseason and should make an immediate impact as subs off the bench. Jen Sunshine, a defensive specialist who could also see time at the libero position, has worked

JOHN FISHF.R

SET—Jen Belk sets up her teamates very well and will be vital to
the flames this season.
hard and is ready to contribute as well.
This year's version of the Lady Flames is young but talented,
and they are all focused on defending their championship. It's
not easy being the target, but it's a good problem to have, and
this team is not going to back down from anyone.

Royer looks to continue Liberty baseball's winning ways
By Robbie Adams, asst. sports

New Liberty University
Men's Baseball coach Matt
Royer wants to put a positive spin on losing 14 players In the off season. He
feels that he has learned a
lot since he left Liberty in
the early 1980's and hopes
to bring that knowledge and
success back to his am
Amador.
Royer was named Liberty's head baseball coach
on July 18.2002 after Dave
Pastors stepped down earlier In the summer. Royer

comes to us from Kutztown
University where his team
finished fifth overall in the
Division II baseball championship this past season with
a 36-24 record. He was also
named coach of the year
from the Eastern Division in
which his team played as
well as North Atlantic Coach
of the Year in 200 land
2002. President Borek said,
"His spiritual, academic,
and coaching accomplishments are superb."
As it stands now. Coach
Royer has two players,
whose names are not known
yet, that are going to come

to Liberty instead of Kutztown because they believe in
his ability to achieve success.
Before Royer took over at
Kutztown they had 28 consecutive losing seasons and
in his tenure they always
finished with a winning percentage of .500 or better.
For the past two seasons
Royers took his Division II
squad to the national tournament where they finished
as high as sixth. All his success was accomplished with
only one scholarship player
on the entire team. He did
however see seven players

<ffie (Drowsy *Poet
Coffeekouse andCaji
Come visit us during
our new hours!

In six years get drafted Into
the major leagues, and some
of whom have reached the
full-time positions in MLB.
Royer said, "For a
Division II School that
is pretty good." He did
acknowledge that with
scholarships comes a
lot of attention and
competition because
there are so few great
players out there and
everyone wants to
play for the big
schools. He added
that it would be a bit
different to have these
scholarships at his disposal
but it would be something
he looks forward to.
Coach Royer has said, "I
am going to be involved in
all aspects of the game."
Duties used to be divided up
between coaches to each
individual part of the team.
He did add however that he
intends to spend a lot of
time working with the pitch-

ers. "If you are going to error
in dividing your time, make
sure you spend too much
time with your pitchers."
One of his
drafted players,
Ryan Vogelsong. is currently on the
everyday major
league roster
and was quoted
as saying.
"Coach Royer
taught me how
to set hitters up
MATT ROYER
and gave me •
the mechanical wisdom to
succeed."
The Flames struggled
particularly on the mound
last season and that's one
area in particular that they
will look to Royer's knowledge.
Royer has stressed a lot
about the work ethic that he
expects from his players. "I
expect us to play a team-oriented game, to play

The Penalty Box
l-YOUR SOURCE FOR SPORTS NEWS
MONDAY NIGHTS AT 8 P.M.
ONLY AT 90.9 THE LIGHT

Monday

7am' 11pm

Tuesday

7am - 11pm

Wednesday

7am- 11pm

Thursday

7am- 11pm

Friday

7am - Midnight

s y n n e ve

Saturday

9am - Midnight

the salon

Sunday

Closed

10913th street lynchburg va 24504
tel 434.845.8541
fax 434.846.7776

Lunch menu served daify nam - loym

DANA J ACKSON-owner

Gourmet Coffee • Milkshakes
Espresso • Hot Chocolate
Soups • Sandwiches • Bagels
Muffins • Pastries
Two (ocations
Candlers Station
3700 Candlers Mountain Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
and
Givens Bookstore/Little Dickens
2236 Lakeside Drive
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502

unselfish baseball, to have
dedicated and unselfish
players." He also expects
players to be open to new
ideas that he may have in
the future. If nothing else he
made It clear when he said,
"I expect players to hustle. It
takes no talent whatsoever
to hustle."
Overall Royer is going to
stress to all that the fundamentals of the game will not
be overlooked and he is
going to put the time in. He
wants the same effort out of
all his players and expects
everyone to come to work.
He is going to have a lot of
new faces to work with this
year and only time will tell
the outcome of incorporating a new system.
Winning has followed
Coach Royer all his life and
we can only hope that the
success spills over in his
future at Liberty University.

1 visit S3
5 visits
$13
10 visits
$22
15 visits
$30
3 months unlimited

845-8169

Lowest Prices
Guaranteed!
$60
American Exercise Gym
Only $15 a month
-no contracts
-no down payments

3014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501

Still looking for an
exciting
Christian
service??
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SAGAN: All-American stays on to coach
took a one month break from training to
let her body recover, and has since
resumed running with hopes of competing
at the professional level. She is currently
trying to find a sponsor so she can compete again in February.

Continued from page 10

"...to be able to run for God's glory" and
"Improving the team...to a national level
[of competltionl." Sagan desires to see the
team "representing Christ on the track."
Concerning the implementation of this
vision during the current school year,
Sagan Is optimistic in her outlook. The
men's team has "depth and numbers...a
lot of talent." Sagan expects a Big South
win and a place at Regionals, adding that
it is too early to tell the chances of the
men's team making nationals.
The estimation of the women's team is
that they have "quality but not quantity."
Sagan says it would be encouraging to
have the security of more numbers, but in
the meantime it is best simply to pray for
an injury-free season, which should allow
the team to do well. But she hopes, above
all, that "each athlete...will gain a deeper
understanding of God's purpose for them
on the team."
Sagan is quick to point out, however,
that although sports teams often have a
negative reputation regarding their spiritual sensitivity, she does not want the distance teams to be labeled that way. They
are a "great group of men and women" for
which the goal is further growth in Christ,
as should be the case for all Christians.
Sagan will not be only coaching, however. After an outstanding performance in
track last year, Sagan has decided to continue running. Following nationals, Sagan

^/[kf]

sp©rts update
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Qnpiled by John Panel, sports Editor

Women's soccer opens season
The defending Big South Champion Lady Flames soccer team will open their season
today as they travel to UNC-Greensboro for a 7 p.m. matchup. Their original season
opener was scheduled for last Saturday against Delaware State, and it was to be played
at home. The Lady Flames were able to pick up a win in their final exhibition match last
Thursday, August 29. The Lady Flames defeated Longwood on goals by Mandy Messer
and Jenny Davis. The Lady Flames first home game will be on Sept. 12 when they battle conference foe High Point. The game is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Volleyball notches first win
Liberty University's volleyball team opened the season last weekend by playing in the
Duquesne Invitational in Pittsburgh, Pa. After dropping its first match to Duquesne, 32, the Flames bounced back to grab a split in the next two matches, defeating Western
Illinois, 3-0, and losing to West Virginia, 3-0. Jennifer Belk, who recorded double digits
in kills and digs for all three matches, was named to the All-Tournament Team.

JOHN FISHER

STILL RUNNING- Heather Sagan is still trying to
keep Liberty ahead of the competition as a coach.

Major League Baseball:
Delaying the inevitable
not for economic reasons)
and 4) that the game would
still be affordable for everyone. I think he's right; after
The Cardinals beat the
all, when I watch "Forrest
Cubs 6-3 last Friday, a game
Gump," I don't care how
with a lot more significance
much Tom Hanks made;
than it may appear. The
when I listen to music I don't
game, scheduled in the early
care how much money U2 got
afternoon, was to be the first
when I bought "The Joshua
one cancelled had baseball
Tree."
opted to strike. It didn't; the
games went on as scheduled.
The problem isn't the fact
But if you look at what the that the players are millionresolution consisted of, you'd aires or that the owners are
notice that nothing was
billionaires.
solved long-term; the agreeBaseball's ecoment is practically little more nomic malaise is
than status quo through
simple: The par2006. Yes, a luxury tax is in
ity between
place, but it will accomplish
teams, between
little to curb the problems
the 'haves' and
plaguing the National Pasthe 'have-nots',
time. We came so close to los- has become too
ing the 2002 season (not
great. As a result
close enough for Mets fans),
of this, more and
but the dichotomy between
more teams enter
the top and bottom teams will the season withremain; because of this, fan
out a modicum of hope for
interest will decline.
being competitive. Because of
In Bob Costas's book "Fair this, at least two major
changes need to occur: RevBall," he addresses what the
enue sharing and payroll
fans want. He says that the
thresholds.
fans probably wouldn't care if
the average salary for players
Now, baseball tried to kill
would be $10 million, protwo birds with one stone in
vided that 1) teams from all
their agreement; they're trymarkets would have a reaing to have both revenue
sonable chance to compete,
sharing and thresholds in its
2) hometown favorites would
principle of a luxury tax.
have as good a chance to
Money from the teams with
remain hometown favorites
the highest payrolls would be
as they once did, 3) player
distributed to teams with the
moves would be based on the lowest. But, it will merely
standpoint of baseball (and
perpetuate the problem — the
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bottom-rung teams will be
given an incentive to stay
there.
Think for a moment of society's welfare state. There was
(and still is today) a problem
with illegitimacy, so the government decided to offer aid
to unwed mothers. But rather
than lift those women out of
their poverty, it gave some of
them an incentive to stay
there. To some, it became a
paying job to have kids with
anonymous men!
Rewarding
inefficacy has not
worked in society, and it won't
work in baseball.
Yes, there needs
to be revenuesharing. But
what it must do,
is take an equal
percentage from
all teams, put it
in a pool, and then have it
distributed equally to every
team. And to ensure that the
money is not being wasted by
the low-end teams, a payroll
floor must be established. To
prevent the wanton spending
by the upper-echelon teams,
a payroll ceiling must be
instituted as well.

wesrickards

GOTCHA!—Seth Retchart makes a tackle in Saturday's footbal game against Western Carolina.

c l a s s i f i e d s !
Rates:
Open/Commercial

Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

$3.67- 1st 15 words
24tf each word over 15

You can't survive college life without munchies in the
dorm. Get the College Survival Snack Pack for only
$20.00 - full of great snacks and cool dishes for the
dorm. Available in four colors. Delivery on campus.

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

(804) 582-2128

Champion Special:
runs. **Rates only apply to local or student/faculty.
NO CHANGES.
ASS1III I) M)MUTIS1\(;

2 bdrm., V bath, trailer in small
park. $350/month. Call 237-8774

Sell Spring Break Trips.
All the fun and all the protections
American Express Worldwide.
Guaranteed best buy. 1 free trip
for every 10 paid or cash starting
with first booking you sell - we
collect payments. World Class
Vacations 1-800-222-4432

Sale

Brick Ranch Colonial House with
basement -6 bdrms., 3 bath, plus
terraced efficiency apt., 5 min. to
LU, backyard lake $225,000 Call
434-525-3178-No agent

I time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Makes a great gift • Buy for yourself

Symbols to choose
Stars: * * *
Checks: • • •

A college student's dream job!!!
Great pay. Part-time. Flexible
evening work schedule that
allows for other school activities
and going home for holidays. We
train you. If you have a clear
speaking voice, call 582-1590
and ask for Sherry.

Adorable 2 bdrm, 1 bath duplex,
new carpet and vinyl. Curtains
and blinds in each room. Washer
included. One year lease. No
pets, prefer married couple.
$350/month 239-6082 - leave
message.

Easy Mac, Ramen Noodles, chips,
cereal, cookies, soda, popcorn,

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

40% off afterfirstrun of ads with 3 or more

For

Hungry ? Heed munchiesPPPP

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 lime charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Call Kristy at 385-0627 or order
online at www.auntm^shas.com

Crosses: t t t
Hearts:
Arrows: • »

BROKE from BOOKS?
Spend all your summer money on
books, tuition & that really cool
stereo? We have immediate openings starting at $9.25 base - appt.
Flexible hours around class. Fun
environment in customer service/
sales. No telemarketing, no doorto-door. 25 AASP scholarships
awarded. Conditions apply. Call
540-562-5000 before positions
fill! Apply in Roanoke, work in
Lynchburg.

Hey Freshmen

Beulah Baptist
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A traditional Southern
Baptist Church with a contemporary worship service
fcr
t
college & career and couples
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It is my hope that this new
agreement is the first step on
a slippery slope towards the
two changes that need to
occur. Or else, it'll be one
strike, and everyone's out...
Including me.
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FOOTBALL

Champion

• 9/7 vs. West Liberty,
3:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
• 9/6-7 at George
Washington, TBA

• 9/7 vs. Southern
Virginia, 7 p.m.

W'SOCCER
9/3atUNC
Greensboro, 7 p.m.
• 9/6 at Pepperdine, 3
p.m.

M'SOCCER
• 9/3 vs. Va. Tech, 7
p.m.

• 9/8 at UC Santa
Barbara, 3 p.m.
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Flames fumble in opener
By John Fare), sports editor

johfffarel
FOOTBALL Not
quite there yet
It was another tough start
to the football season last
week for Liberty. And while
the Flames can take solace
in the fact that the outcome
was much closer than the
previous year (63-0). Still the
loss stings none the less.
Coach Ken Karcher pointed
out after the game that no
loss could be seen as a confidence booster.
Nevertheless, there are at
least a few things the Flames
and their fans can look at in
a positive light.
For starters, as I indicated earlier the game was
much closer than the previous year, and that despite
committing six costly
turnovers. There were positives in the Flames defense
as well. Alot of the yardage
according to Karcher and
the players was a result of
missed tackles. On several
occassions the Flames
defense came up big in the
red zone, preventing touchdowns and blocking two field
goals. "I think there were
two maybe four times our
defense held them inside the
10 yard line," Karcher said.
Also a plus for the Flames
was the continued success
in their rushing game.
Verondre Barnes and
Eugene Goodman enjoyed
stellar freshman campaigns
and that success seems to
have carried over into this
season as they combined to
run for over 160 yards in the
opener.
"That was a freak incident
that happened to Dre
Barnes. Dre Barnes doesn't
fumble the football," Karcher
said.
The only real negative the
Flames can take from the
first game is that of the
passing game. And their
struggles there are understandable considering the
personel losses from last
season. In fact, the wide
receiver position is one in
which the Flames have the
youngest.
Western Carolina was a
borderline top 25 1-AA contender, and the schedule at
least in the immediate future
doesn't get a whole lot easier.
While next week's game may
be winnable, the next two
opponents will pose a serious if not insurmountable
challenge. Appalachian
State, which is a top 5 1-AA
program, played close for a
half with perennial powerhouse Marshall and the
Flames next opponent
Central Florida is coming off
a narrow defeat to Perm
State.
Regardless of the schedule the Flames should be
more competitive game in
and game out than last season.
"We're not even close to
where we were a year ago...I
don't think you'd have seen
four goal line stands by the
defense," Karcher said.
But as Karcher has stated
in the past, it will still probably take that third strong
recruiting class before the
Flames can view every game
on the schedule as winnable.

In Saturday afternoon's home opener
against Western Carolina, the Flames were
looking to avenge a 63-0 loss to the
Catamounts last season. While this season's
matchup would be much closer, the Flames
were unable to overcome the effects of seven
turnovers—six of which proved costly—falling
23-3.
"The game can be summed up in two
words— the first being turnovers, the second
being tackling," Flames Coach Ken Karcher
said.
Offensively the Flames rushing game was
strong, going for 189 total yards including
163 by top rushers Verondre Barnes and
Eugene Goodman. But on the other side of the
ball the Flames surrendered 419 total yards,
257 of which were rushing.
Western Carolina got on the board first
with 5:23 remaining in the first quarter. After
driving 47 yards on 13 plays Chris Vought
connected on his first of three field goals on
the day, this one a 34-yarder. The drive was
highlighted by 22-yards pass on third and six
from quarterback Brian Gaither to Manny
DeShauteurs. Gaither also added a 12-yard
run to put the Catamounts into field goal
position.
LU took over with 5:12 to play in the quarter, but its drive ended at the LU 45. To make
matters worse Jay Kelley's punt was blocked
by Western Carolina's Teddy Burgis. With
good field position the Catamounts needed
just six plays to make it 10-0.
On the next possession LU's Adrian Hall
returned the kickoff 33 yards. Quarterback
Gus Condon followed that with a 38-yard •
completion to tight end Josh Stofle. However,
the drive which started with so much optimism would ultimately end with the Flames
second fumble of the game.
Western Carolina promptly drove 83 yards
on 12 plays and DeShauteurs rushed in from
three yards out to make it 17-0. That drive
proved particularly vexing for the Flames.
Twice they had the Catamounts in their own
terriritory with third and long, and twice
quarterback Pat Cilento victimized them with
11-and 12-yard runs. "It had more to do with
us missing tackles than their running backs
doing spectacular things," junior linebacker
Kendrick Howard said.
On the next two possessions both teams
missed field goal opportunities. Kelley's kick,
a 55-yarder, would have been a record.
Western Carolina drove all the way to the
eight-yard line before being stopped at the 17.
It's field goal was blocked by LU safety Andre
Jerry, which kept the score at 17-0 going into
the half.
Western Carolina scored the first points of

JOHN FISHER

WHOOPS— Ore Barnes loses his handle on the ball, resulting in one of seven Flames turnovers last Saturday.

the second half as Vought added a second
field goal from 29 yards out after just a 17yard drive courtesy of a Condon interception
at the LU 28. This time Liberty would
respond, as Barnes rushed 36 yards on four
plays to set up a 45-yard field goal from
Kelley to make the score 20-3. Afer holding
Western Carolina on its next possession the
Flames drove 37 yards to the Western
Carolina 20 before committing another crucial
turnover, this time an interception. "Anytime
there is a turnover...it gives momentum to the
other team," Karcher said.

"Turnovers hurt us. I've got some things to
learn," Condon said.
Western added its final tally with a fourminute drive early in the fourth, capped off by
Vought's third field goal of the day—this time
from 40 yards. In the remaining minutes the
Flames would get excellent field position with
drives to the Western Carolina 35, 26 and 3,
resulting in two fumbles and a turnover on
downs.
The Flames will be in action again this week
as they host West Liberty State. Game time is
set for 3:30 p.m. at Williams Stadium.

Sagan stays on
as a coach

Men's soccer
takes opener

By Ethan Dubravsky, reporter
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

The Flames had four different players score
goals and limited Wofford to eight shots, all of
which came in the first half, as Liberty's men's
soccer team defeated the Terriers 4-1 in
Spartanburg, South Carolina on Saturday.
"It was a great win for us. It is always nice
to get your first win under your belt in the first
game," Flames Coach Jeff Alder said.
Wofford (0-1) scored the only goal of the first
half. In the 43rd minute, the Terriers Robert
Tibbetts scored an unassisted goal on a blast
from 30 yards out. The Flames (1-0) managed
just three shots in the first half.
In the second half the Flames exploded with
12 shots and four goals. Chase Perry scored in
the 51st minute on assists by Pavel Cancura
and Armando Corrales. Six minutes later
Darryl Roberts scored on an assist from Perry.
"Up top Darryl Roberts and Chase Perry worked
well together and combined for several scoring
chances," Alder said.
Michael Zusi scored an unassisted goal in
the 77th minute, and Cancura scored on Hollis
Donaldson's assist in the 82nd minute.
"Pavel and Armando did a good job of distributing the ball in midfield on a soggy day.
Hollis Donaldson did a good on the flank, a
new position for him. He did a great Job getting
up and down the flank all day," Alder said.
The defense shut down the Terriers in the

Fin: PHOTO

BREAKS FREE— Michael Zusi trys to deke a defender.

second half. "The back line did very well. They
stayed organized and kept their shape," Alder
said. Flames goalkeeper, Patrick Heery played
the entire game and was credited with two
saves. Russ Sandifer had seven saves for
Wofford.
The Flames will host Virginia Tech on
Tuesday, September 3, at 7 p.m. "The Tech
game will be a difficult game for us. The Hokies
will be organized on defense and tenacious
going after loose balls," Alder said.
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Heather Sagan, last year's NCAA Division I
indoor track and field champion in the mile and
runner-up in the outdoor season for the 1500m
comes back to Liberty this year as an assistant
coach, primarily working with the distance
team. With a four-year running career at Liberty
now finished, Sagan decided to take her current
position after much prayer and with "a heart for
the team." She hopes to help other runners
strive to accomplish as much as she did.
Sagan considers her time at Liberty in the
past four years a "definite advantage" to her as
a coach. Knowing the athletes and their learning styles and personalities, as well as the other
track and field coaches, should prove to be a
valuable asset.
Also, as a veteran of the Liberty distance program, Sagan states that she does not desire to
"turn the program all around," considering it an
effective and sound training regimen. Instead,
she. hopes to help strengthen the weaknesses
and "simply serve the team."
As far as her coaching responsibilities go,
Sagan states that she is "really excited about
it...I love being around the athletes and [other]
coaches." Further, regarding the development of
the distance teams as representatives of Liberty,
Sagan says she has "caught on to the vision
that Liberty has for the team...
Please see SAGAN, page 9
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Ready, Set, Spike: Volleyball preview
By Kyle Adams, reporter

After a 2001 campaign that featured an up-and-down storyline followed by a spectacular finish, the Liberty women's volleyball team Is ready for the sequel. It Is almost always harder to
defend a championship then win one, but the women are looking
forward to the challenge.
Even after losing six players from last season's Big South
championship team, the Lady Flames begin the fall as the preseason favorite to win the conference title for the third time In
four years. Although this team features only two returning
starters, there are still plenty of talented players, all eager to step
out from the shadows of last season's senior-dominated squad
and carve out their own identities.
Tvvo main reasons that expectations are so high are Erin McKeown and Jennifer Belk. McKeown, a Junior middle blocker, has
the most game experience on the team and has been a major
contributor since shefirststepped on the court for Liberty. Her
leaping ability up front and quickness along the back row make
her a versatile and reliable defensive leader.
Belk, a hard-hitting outside hitter, will be the Lady Flames'
first offensive option, as well as their emotional leader. The
sophomore was last season's Big South Rookie of the Year and
was named to the All-tournament team after finishing fifth in the
conference in kills per game during her freshman season.
Junior Tatiana Tkachuk will assume the starting role as the
second outside hitter. Praised by her coach for her work ethic,
Tkachuk showed a great deal of promise as a role player last sea-

son and will continue to Improve as she gels more and more
opportunities. Sophomore Kristin Colson will step in as the new
starter at the setter position. Colson, a high school teammate of
Jennifer Belk. Is replacing Michelle llowland, the school's alltime assists leader. Colson saw a lot of playing time In the team's
spring tournaments, and ihe coaching staff is confident In her
ability to set up the l^ady Flames' offense.
Becky Rudnick, another sophomore and first-year starter, will
be the second middle blocker. Her height and natural Instincts
for the game will make up for anything she lacks In experience.
Janell Migeot, one of several talented freshmen on the roster, will
start on the back line for the Lady Flames. Migeot joins the team
from Mission Viejo, Ca, and has a well-rounded knowledge of the
game after extensive experience in beach, club, and high school
volleyball.
Rounding out the starting lineup will be junlorTheresa Passamanl, who will see most of the action at the new llbero position. Passamani has steadily developed her game since coming
to Liberty, and her quickness and accurate passing make her a
perfect fit for the new position.
Crystal Carey, the lone senior on the team, will see a lot of
action off the bench for the Lady Flames. Carey is a versatile
player who will push the starters for playing time as well as provide an experienced back-up at any position.
Freshmen Tiffany Thoreson and Allison Hallock have both
come a long way in the preseason and should make an immediate impact as subs off the bench. Jen Sunshine, a defensive specialist who could also see time at the llbero position, has worked
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SET—Jen Belk sets up her teamates very well and will be vital to
the flames this season.

hard and is ready to contribute as well.
This year's version of the Lady Flames is young but talented,
and they are all focused on defending their championship. It's
not easy being the target, but it's a good problem to have, and
this team is not going to back down from anyone.

Royer looks to continue Liberty baseball's winning ways
By Robbie Adams, asst. sports
editor

New Liberty University
Men's Baseball coach Matt
Royer wants to put a positive spin on losing 14 players in the off season. He
feels that he has learned a
lot since he left Liberty in
the early 1980's and hopes
to bring that knowledge and
success back to his am
Amador.
Royer was named Liberty's head baseball coach
on July 18, 2002 after Dave
Pastors stepped down earlier in the summer. Royer

comes to us from Kutztown
University where his team
finished fifth overall in the
Division II baseball championship this past season with
a 36-24 record. He was also
named coach of the year
from the Eastern Division in
which his team played as
well as North Atlantic Coach
of the Year in 200 land
2002. President Borek said,
"His spiritual, academic,
and coaching accomplishments are superb."
As it stands now, Coach
Royer has two players,
whose names are not known
yet, that are going to come

to Liberty instead of Kutztown because they believe in
his ability to achieve success.
Before Royer took over at
Kutztown they had 28 consecutive losing seasons and
in his tenure they always
finished with a winning percentage of .500 or better.
For the past two seasons
Royers took his Division II
squad to the national tournament where they finished
as high as sixth. All his success was accomplished with
only one scholarship player
on the entire team. He did
however see seven players

fffie Drowsy (Poet
Cojfeefi
ouse andCafi
Come visit us during
our new hours!

in six years get drafted into
the major leagues, and some
of whom have reached the
full-time positions in MLB.
Royer said, "For a
Division II School that
is pretty good." He did
acknowledge that with
scholarships comes a
lot of attention and
competition because
there are so few great
players out there and
everyone wants to
play for the big
schools. He added
that it would be a bit
different to have these
scholarships at his disposal
but it would be something
he looks forward to.
Coach Royer has said, "1
am going to be involved in
all aspects of the game."
Duties used to be divided up
between coaches to each
individual part of the team.
He did add however that he
intends to spend a lot of
time working with the pitch-

ers. "If you are going to error
in dividing your time, make
sure you spend too much
time with your pitchers."
One of his
drafted players,
Ryan Vogelsong. is currently on the
everyday major
league roster
and was quoted
as saying.
"Coach Royer
taught me how
to set hitters up
MATT ROVER
and gave me •
the mechanical wisdom to
succeed."
The Flames struggled
particularly on the mound
last season and that's one
area in particular that they
will look to Royer's knowledge.
Royer has stressed a lot
about the work ethic that he
expects from his players. "I
expect us to play a team-oriented game, to play

unselfish baseball, to have
dedicated and unselfish
players." He also expects
players to be open to new
ideas that he may have in
the future. If nothing else he
made It clear when he said,
"I expect players to hustle. It
takes no talent whatsoever
to hustle."
Overall Royer is going to
stress to all that the fundamentals of the game will not
be overlooked and he Is
going to put the time in. He
wants the same effort out of
all his players and expects
everyone to come to work.
He is going to have a lot of
new faces to work with this
year and only time will tell
the outcome of incorporating a new system.
Winning has followed
Coach Royer all his life and
we can only hope that the
success spills over in his
future at Liberty University.

The Penalty Box
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7am - 11pm

Thursday

7am- 11pm

Friday

7am - Midnight
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9am - Midnight
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s y n n e v e
the salon
10913th street lynchburgva 24504
tel 434.845.8541
fax 434.846.7776
DANA JACKSON-owner

Lunch menu served dalfy nam - loym
Gourmet Coffee • Milkshakes
Espresso • Hot Chocolate
Soups • Sandwiches • Bagels
Muffins • Pastries
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Candlers Station
3700 Candlers Mountain Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502
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Givens Bookstore/Little Dickens
2236 Lakeside Drive
Lynchburg, Virginia 24502

1 visit $3
5 visits
$13
10 visits
$22 '
15 visits
$30
3 months unlimited

845-8169

Lowest Prices
Guaranteed!
$60
American Exercise Gym
Only $15 a month
-no contracts
-no down payments

3014 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg 24501

Still looking for an
exciting
Christian
service??
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SAGAN: All-American stays on to coach
Continued from page 10
"...to be able to run for God's glory" and
"improving the team...to a national level
|of competition]." Sagan desires to see the
team "representing Christ on the track."
Concerning the implementation of this
vision during the current school year,
Sagan is optimistic in her outlook. The
men's team has "depth and numbers...a
lot of talent." Sagan expects a Big South
win and a place at Regionals, adding that
it is too early to tell the chances of the
men's team making nationals.
The estimation of the women's team is
that they have "quality but not quantity."
Sagan says it would be encouraging to
have the security of more numbers, but in
the meantime it is best simply to pray for
an injury-free season, which should allow
the team to do well. But she hopes, above
all, that "each athlete...will gain a deeper
understanding of God's purpose for them
on the team."
Sagan is quick to point out, however,
that although sports teams often have a
negative reputation regarding their spiritual sensitivity, she does not want the distance teams to be labeled that way. They
are a "great group of men and women" for
which the goal is further growth in Christ,
as should be the case for all Christians.
Sagan will not be only coaching, however. After an outstanding performance in
track last year, Sagan has decided to continue running. Following nationals, Sagan

took a one month break from training to
let her body recover, and has since
resumed running with hopes of competing
at the professional level. She is currently
trying to find a sponsor so she can compete again in February.

^j[kin sports update
Ccnpiled h/ John Farel, Sports Editor
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Women's soccer opens season
The defending Big South Champion Lady Flames soccer team will open their season
today as they travel to UNC-Greensboro for a 7 p.m. matchup. Their original season
opener was scheduled for last Saturday against Delaware State, and it was to be played
at home. The Lady Flames were able to pick up a win in their final exhibition match last
Thursday, August 29. The Lady Flames defeated Longwood on goals by Mandy Messer
and Jenny Davis. The Lady Flames first home game will be on Sept. 12 when they battle conference foe High Point. The game is scheduled for 7 p.m.

Volleyball notchesfirstwin
Liberty University's volleyball team opened the season last weekend by playing in the
Duquesne Invitational in Pittsburgh, Pa. After dropping its first match to Duquesne, 32, the Flames bounced back to grab a split in the next two matches, defeating Western
Illinois, 3-0, and losing to West Virginia, 3-0. Jennifer Belk, who recorded double digits
in kills and digs for all three matches, was named to the All-Tournament Team.
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STILL RUNNING- Heather Sagan is still trying to
keep Liberty ahead of the competition as a coach.

Major League Baseball:
Delaying the inevitable
not for economic reasons)
and 4) that the game would
still be affordable for everyone. I think he's right; after
all, when I watch "Forrest
Gump," I don't care how
much Tom Hanks made;
when I listen to music I don't
care how much money U2 got
when I bought "The J o s h u a
Tree."

COMMENTARY
The Cardinals beat the
Cubs 6-3 last Friday, a game
with a lot more significance
than it may appear. The
game, scheduled in the early
afternoon, was to be the first
one cancelled had baseball
opted to strike. It didn't; the
games went on as scheduled.
But if you look at what the
resolution consisted of, you'd
notice that nothing was
solved long-term; the agreement is practically little more
than status quo through
2006. Yes, a luxury tax is in
place, but it will accomplish
little to curb the problems
plaguing the National Pastime. We came so close to losing the 2002 season (not
close enough for Mets fans),
but the dichotomy between
the top and bottom teams will
remain; because of this, fan
interest will decline.
In Bob Costas's book "Fair
Ball," he addresses what the
fans want. He says that the
fans probably wouldn't care if
the average salary for players
would be $10 million, provided that 1) teams from all
markets would have a reasonable chance to compete,
2) hometown favorites would
have as good a chance to
remain hometown favorites
as they once did, 3) player
moves would be based on the
standpoint of baseball (and

The problem isn't the fact
that the players are millionaires or that the owners are
billionaires.
Baseball's economic malaise is
simple: The parity between
teams, between
the 'haves' and
the 'have-nots',
has become too
great. As a result
of this, more and
more teams enter
the season without a modicum of hope for
being competitive. Because of
this, at least two major
changes need to occur: Revenue sharing and payroll
thresholds.

bottom-rung teams will be
given an incentive to stay
there.
Think for a moment of society's welfare state. There was
(and still is today) a problem
with illegitimacy, so the government decided to offer aid
to unwed mothers. But rather
than lift those women out of
their poverty, it gave some of
them an incentive to stay
there. To some, it became a
paying job to have kids with
anonymous men!
Rewarding
inefficacy has not
worked in society, and it won't
work in baseball.
Yes, there needs
to be revenuesharing. But
what it must do,
is take an equal
percentage from
all teams, put It
In a pool, and then have it
distributed equally to every
team. And to ensure that the
money is not being wasted by
the low-end teams, a payroll
floor must be established. To
prevent the wanton spending
by the upper-echelon teams,
a payroll ceiling must be
instituted as well.

wesrickards

Now, baseball tried to kill
two birds with one stone in
their agreement; they're trying to have both revenue
sharing and thresholds in its
principle of a luxury tax.
Money from the teams with
the highest payrolls would be
distributed to teams with the
lowest. But, it will merely
perpetuate the problem — the

It is my hope that this new
agreement is the first step on
a slippery slope towards the
two changes that need to
occur. Or else, it'll be one
strike, and everyone's out...
Including me.

c l a s s i f i e d s ! Hungry? Need munchies????
Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.67 - 1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . . 1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:

(804) 582-2128

$2.75 - 1st 15 words
18(t each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

Champion Special:

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

r u n s . **Rates only apply to local or student/faculty.
NO CHANGES.

Adorable 2 bdrm, 1 bath duplex,
new carpet and vinyl. Curtains
and blinds in each room. Washer
included. One year lease. No
pets, prefer married couple.
$350/month 239-6082 - leave
message.
2 bdrm., 1"! bath, trailer in small
park. $350/month. Call 237-8774

Sale

Brick Ranch Colonial House with
basement -6 bdrms., 3 bath, plus
terraced efficiency apt., 5 min. to
LU, backyard lake $225,000 Call
434-525-3178-No agent

I time charge
1 time charge
I time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Easy Mac, Ramen Noodles, chips,
cereal, cookies, soda, popcorn,
Makes a great gift • Buy for yourself

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more

For

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

You can't survive college life without munchies in the
dorm. Get the College Survival Snack Pack for only
$20.00 - full of great snacks and cool dishes for the
dorm. Available in four colors. Delivery on campus.

Symbols to choose
Stars: • • •
Checks: • • •

A college student's dream job!!!
Great pay. Part-time. Flexible
evening work schedule that
allows for other school activities
and going home for holidays. We
train you. If you have a clear
speaking voice, call 582-1590
and ask for Sherry.

Sell Spring Break
Trips.
All the fun and all the protections
American Express Worldwide.
Guaranteed best buy. 1 free trip
for every 10 paid or cash starting
with first booking you sell - we
collect payments. World Class
Vacations 1-800-222-4432

Crosses: t t t
Hearts:***
Arrows: > »

BROKE from BOOKS?
Spend all your summer money on
books, tuition & that really cool
stereo? We have immediate openings starting at $9.25 base - appt.
Flexible hours around class. Fun
environment in customer service/
sales. No telemarketing, no doorto-door. 25 AASF scholarships
awarded. Conditions apply. Call
540-562-5000 before positions
fill! Apply in Roanoke, work in
Lynchburg.

Beulah Baptist
A traditional Southern
Baptist Church with a con-

temporary worship service
fix

college & career and couples

Hey Freshmen
Some advice - I he best \\;i\ to
Classifieds.

i

Call Kristy at 385-0627 ar ardar
anline at www.auntmarshas.cam

239-1776 • 528 Leesville Road •

i
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FOOTBALL

Champion

• 9/7 vs. West Liberty,
3:30 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
• 9/6-7 at George
Washington, TBA

M'SOCCER
• 9/3 vs. Va. Tech, 7
p.m.

• 9/7 vs. Southern
Virginia, 7 p.m.

W'SOCCER
•9/3atUNC
Greensboro, 7 p.m.
• 9/6 at Pepperdine, 3
p.m.
• 9/8 at UC Santa
Barbara, 3 p.m.
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Flames fumble in opener
By John Farel, sports editor

johnfarel
FOOTBALL Not
quite there yet
It was another tough start
to the football season last
week for Liberty. And while
the Flames can take solace
in the fact that the outcome
was much closer than the
previous year (63-0). Still the
loss stings none the less.
Coach Ken Karcher pointed
out after the game that no
loss could be seen as a confidence booster.
Nevertheless, there are at
least a few things the Flames
and their fans can look at in
a positive light.
For starters, as I indicated earlier the game was
much closer than the previous year, and that despite
committing six costly
turnovers. There were positives in the Flames defense
as well. Alot of the yardage
according to Karcher and
the players was a result of
missed tackles. On several
occasslons the Flames
defense came up big in the
red zone, preventing touchdowns and blocking two field
goals. T think there were
two maybe four times our
defense held them inside the
10 yard line," Karcher said.
Also a plus for the Flames
was the continued success
in their rushing game.
Verondre Barnes and
Eugene Goodman enjoyed
stellar freshman campaigns
and that success seems to
have carried over into this
season as they combined to
run for over 160 yards in the
opener.
That was a freak incident
that happened to Dre
Barnes. Dre Barnes doesn't
fumble the football," Karcher
said.
The only real negative the
Flames can take from the
first game is that of the
passing game. And their
struggles there are understandable considering the
personel lossesfromlast
season. In fact, the wide
receiver position is one in
which the Flames have the
youngest.
Western Carolina was a
borderline top 25 1-AA contender, and the schedule at
least in the immediate future
doesn't get a whole lot easier.
While next week's game may
be winnable, the next two
opponents will pose a serious if not insurmountable
challenge. Appalachian
State, which is a top 5 1-AA
program, played close for a
half with perennial powerhouse Marshall and the
Flames next opponent
Central Florida is coming off
a narrow defeat to Perm
State.
Regardless of the schedule the Flames should be
more competitive game in
and game out than last season.
"We're not even close to
where we were a year ago...I
don't think you'd have seen
four goal line stands by the
defense," Karcher said,
But as Karcher has stated
in the past, it will still probably take that third strong
recruiting class before the
Flames can view every game
on the schedule as winnable.
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In Saturday afternoon's home opener
against Western Carolina, the Flames were
looking to avenge a 63-0 loss to the
Catamounts last season. While this season's
matchup would be much closer, the Flames
were unable to overcome the effects of seven
turnovers—six of which proved costly—falling
23-3.
"The game can be summed up in two
words— the first being turnovers, the second
being tackling," Flames Coach Ken Karcher
said.
Offensively the Flames rushing game was
strong, going for 189 total yards including
163 by top rushers Verondre Barnes and
Eugene Goodman. But on the other side of the
ball the Flames surrendered 419 total yards,
257 of which were rushing.
Western Carolina got on the board first
with 5:23 remaining in the first quarter. After
driving 47 yards on 13 plays Chris Vought
connected on his first of three field goals on
the day, this one a 34-yarder. The drive was
highlighted by 22-yards pass on third and six
from quarterback Brian Gaither to Manny
DeShauteurs. Gaither also added a 12-yard
run to put the Catamounts into field goal
position.
LU took over with 5:12 to play in the quarter, but its drive ended at the LU 45. To make
matters worse Jay Kelley's punt was blocked
by Western Carolina's Teddy Burgis. With
good field position the Catamounts needed
just six plays to make it 10-0.
On the next possession LU's Adrian Hall
returned the kickoff 33 yards. Quarterback
Gus Condon followed that with a 38-yard
completion to tight end Josh Stofle. However,
the drive which started with so much optimism would ultimately end with the Flames
second fumble of the game.
Western Carolina promptly drove 83 yards
on 12 plays and DeShauteurs rushed in from
three yards out to make it 17-0. That drive
proved particularly vexing for the Flames.
Twice they had the Catamounts in their own
terriritory with third and long, and twice
quarterback Pat Cilento victimized them with
11-and 12-yard runs. "It had more to do with
us missing tackles than their running backs
doing spectacular things," junior linebacker
Kendrick Howard said.
On the next two possessions both teams
missed field goal opportunities. Kelley's kick,
a 55-yarder, would have been a record.
Western Carolina drove all the way to the
eight-yard line before being stopped at the 17.
It's field goal was blocked by LU safety Andre
Jerry, which kept the score at 17-0 going into
the half.
Western Carolina scored the first points of
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WHOOPS— Dre Barnes loses his handle on the ball, resulting in one of seven Flames turnovers last Saturday.

the second half as Vought added a second
field goal from 29 yards out after just a 17yard drive courtesy of a Condon interception
at the LU 28. This time Liberty would
respond, as Barnes rushed 36 yards on four
plays to set up a 45-yard field goal from
Kelley to make the score 20-3. Afer holding
Western Carolina on its next possession the
Flames drove 37 yards to the Western
Carolina 20 before committing another crucial
turnover, this time an interception. "Anytime
there is a turnover...it gives momentum to the
other team," Karcher said.

Turnovers hurt us. I've got some things to
learn," Condon said.
Western added its final tally with a fourminute drive early in the fourth, capped off by
Vought's third field goal of the day—this time
from 40 yards. In the remaining minutes the
Flames would get excellent field position with
drives to the Western Carolina 35, 26 and 3,
resulting in two fumbles and a turnover on
downs.
The Flames will be in action again this week
as they host West Liberty State, Game time is
set for 3:30 p.m. at Williams Stadium.

Sagan stays on
as a coach

Men's soccer
takes opener

By Ethan Dubravsky, reporter
By Chris Humphreys, reporter

The Flames had four different players score
goals and limited Wofford to eight shots, all of
which came in the first half, as Liberty's men's
soccer team defeated the Terriers 4-1 in
Spartanburg, South Carolina on Saturday.
"It was a great win for us. It is always nice
to get your first win under your belt in the first
game," Flames Coach Jeff Alder said.
Wofford (0-1) scored the only goal of the first
half. In the 43rd minute, the Terriers Robert
Tibbetts scored an unassisted goal on a blast
from 30 yards out. The Flames (1-0) managed
just three shots in the first half.
In the second half the Flames exploded with
12 shots and four goals. Chase Perry scored in
the 51st minute on assists by Pavel Cancura
and Armando Corrales. Six minutes later
Darryl Roberts scored on an assist from Perry.
"Up top Darryl Roberts and Chase Perry worked
well together and combined for several scoring
chances," Alder said.
Michael Zusi scored an unassisted goal in
the 77th minute, and Cancura scored on Hollis
Donaldson's assist in the 82nd minute.
"Pavel and Armando did a good job of distributing the ball in midfield on a soggy day.
Hollis Donaldson did a good on the Hank, a
new position for him. He did a great job getting
up and down the (lank all day," Alder said.
The defense shut down the Terriers in the
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BREAKS FREE— Michael Zusi trys to deke a defender.

second half. "The back line did very well. They
stayed organized and kept their shape," Alder
said. Flames goalkeeper. Patrick lleery played
the entire game and was credited with two
saves. Russ Sandifer had seven saves for
Wofford.
The Flames will host Virginia Tech on
Tuesday, September 3, at 7 p.m. "The Tech
game will be a difficult game for us. The llokies
will be organized on defense and tenacious
going alter loose balls." Alder said.

Heather Sagan, last year's NCAA Division I
indoor track and field champion in the mile and
runner-up in the outdoor season for the 1500m
comes back to Liberty this year as an assistant
coach, primarily working with the distance
team. With a four-year running career at Liberty
now finished, Sagan decided to take her current
position after much prayer and with "a heart for
the team." She hopes to help other runners
strive to accomplish as much as she did.
Sagan considers her time at Liberty in the
past four years a "definite advantage" to her as
a coach. Knowing the athletes and their learning styles and personalities, as well as the other
track and field coaches, should prove to be a
valuable asset.
Also, as a veteran of the Liberty distance program, Sagan states that she does not desire to
"turn the program all around," considering it an
effective and sound training regimen. Instead,
she, hopes to help strengthen the weaknesses
and "simply serve the team."
As far as her coaching responsibilities go,
Sagan stales that she is "really excited about
it...I love being around the athletes and [other|
coaches." Further, regarding the development of
the distance teams as representatives of Liberty,
Sagan says she has "caught on to the vision
that Liberty has for the team...
Please see SAGAN, page 9

